SUMMER READING
SOME OF THE BEST

PET BOOKS
The Real Poop Scoop on Pet Sitting
Create Financial Freedom Playing with Pets!
By Bonnie Best
Learn the secrets to setting up a fun, easy, profitable pet care service, and create your
dream job! From the moment you pick up this book, you’ll feel as if you’re receiving
advice from a close friend. In The Real Poop Scoop, the author explains how she
turned her dream of caring for other people’s pet into a viable, vibrant business. She
shows how to start on a shoestring budget and structure a simple business strategy.
Finally, she offers advice on taking your business to the next level, while keeping the
balance between your business and personal life. Thankfully, the author doesn’t hold
back on the ups and the downs, and offers advice on how to overcome the obstacles
along the way, including the fear of failure. The Real Poop Scoop is both informative
and inspiring. Whether you want to create a pet sitting business or learn simple
business techniques that can assist you in other business ventures. http://www.
therealpoopscoop.com
Published by Bookwise Publishing

What’s Your Dog Telling You?
By Martin McKenna

Dog Cookies

After helping thousands of people improve their dogs’ behaviour, Martin ‘The Dog
Healthy, allergen-free treat recipes for your dog
Man’ McKenna believes the real problem is the same as it’s always been - despite cenBy Martina Schöps
turies of sharing our lives with each other, we humans still can’t truly understand or
Your dog really wants you to buy this book! This is a great cook book for dogs
communicate with dogs. The author believes this book will change that.
WHAT’S YOUR DOG TELLING YOU? reveals exactly what your dog is thinking when
he jumps up on you when you get home from work (it’s not always because he’s happy
to see you), why he licks you all the time (it’s a form of domination), why he sometimes
blinks a lot (he’s nervous), along with many other dog behaviours. Whatever your
dog’s age, breed or personality, you’ll discover at last why your dog sometimes behaves
strangely. Now you’ll find out what your dog is trying so desperately to tell you!
Published by ABC Books

that suffer allergies or are prone to upset tummies from commercially bought
treats and cookies. It’s well laid out and has some very good photography. It
contains 35 easy to follow recipes that only use natural ingredients.
Published by Hubble & Hattie

Living with an older dog
By David Alderton & Derek Hall
This book looks at the changes that occur as a dog ages. Most dogs live longer
these days, thanks to a greater understanding of what they need in terms of
food, exercise, health monitoring, and medical care. This book describes how
to recognise and understand the changes – both mental and physical – that
occur as your dog ages. It explains – with the help of unique and speciallycommissioned photography – how to manage these changes successfully, and
thus how to make the senior canine years more enjoyable and fulfilling for both
you and your dog.
Exercise, diet, grooming, sharing the house with a younger dog, travel and
holiday arrangements – all this and much more is covered in detail. There is also
advice on how to work closely with your vet in order to manage your dog’s senior
years, as well as sympathetic advice for when the time comes to say goodbye.
Published by Hubble & Hattie
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Snooping Around!

The Invisible Link to Your Dog

Train your dog to be an expert sniffer

A new way of achieving harmony between dogs and humans

By Martina Nau

By Angie Mienk

Presenting a wealth of ideas for all dog owners, this guide is

When is a whisper better than shouting? When you’re wanting to get the best from

about keeping dogs busy and entertained with games that

your dog. The times when dogs were trained to be only obedient or to carry out certain

utilize their sense of smell. The tasks and games described

tasks are long gone, with most dog owners today wanting a relationship based on

here will entertain both the owner and their dog, will

mutual understanding and a much closer bond to their four-legged friend. This book

challenge and employ a dog’s instincts, and will ultimately

presents a unique method that will help readers develop non-verbal, almost intuitive

strengthen the relationship between human and dog

communication with their dogs. Most commands are made using the voice, but this

companions. It not only contains games, but also search-

book explains how to train a dog to understand its human companion’s wishes by

and-find tasks, which owners will find can sometimes come

interpreting nonverbal signals. There are many practical examples of ways to develop

in very handy.

a link between pet and owner that is based on harmony and mutual understanding.

Published by CADMOS through Capricorn Link

Published by CADMOS through Capricorn Link

All Your Pet Needs

bowhouse

Bowhouse is
proud to announce plans
for 2009’s
Dogumentary
exhibition of
works of art
and photography dedicated
to the subject
of dogs.

Bowhouse is proud to announce plans for 2009’s Dogumentary exhibition of
works of art and photography dedicated to the subject of dogs.

bowhouse

Theme: “Dogs Day Out”

www.bowhouse.com.au
Dates: Tuesday 14th to Sunday 26th July 2009
Your
Pet
Needs
Venue: The All
Gallery,
Bondi
Pavilion,
BONDI BEACH, NSW
2026
• Healthy Natural Nutrition & All Leading Brands

• All Your Dog or Cat Needs at Both Stores & Online
our favourite works by
• Plus All This
Your year’s
Otherexhibition
Pet Needsfeatures
at Our some
New of
Depot
Photographers David Darcy and Danielle Lyonne.
- Seven Times the size of our Bondi Store
Painters AF Fulgence and Colette Jonquieres.
• Massive Range at the Lowest Prices in Sydney
Ceramicist Elodie Barker.
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• Sydney-Wide Delivery for $5 (up to 25 kg)
t
i
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A substantial proportion of the proceeds from
Visthe exhibition
e we
• Open Every Day including Holidays
r
a
(20% or more from every item sold) will go toPsupport
ets
• Shop Online @ www.bowhouse.com.au

Theme: “Dogs
Day Out”
Dates: Tuesday 14th to
Sunday 26th
July 2009
Venue: The
Gallery,

BOWHOUSE BONDI BEACH
2a Jaques Avenue, Bondi Beach, NSW 2026.
Tel. 02 9300 9390

Monika’s Doggie Rescue and
Vets Beyond Borders.
NEWLY OPENED: BOWHOUSE PET DEPOT
Shop 2, 85-93 Victoria Road, Parramatta, NSW 2150.
Tel. 02 9630 0251

www.urbananimal.net
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